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Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

Total value locked (TVL) across all chains is currently standing at $229Bn.  DeFi has added substantial gains over the last 2 weeks after reaching a significant low
of $174.9Bn on 24th Feb. Ethereum retains its leading position across DeFi chains, followed by Terra, and Binance Smart Chain.  Avalanche, Solana, Fantom,
Tron, and Waves also retain their positions within the top 10.
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Almost all major DeFi chains experienced record
inflows in the last two weeks as over $400Bn
 entered the crypto market cap. Improvements in
the overall crypto sentiment as well as the last
BTC rally are the two elements pushing the
market cap growth. 

Major chains are showing recovery after the
sentiment potentially turned from selling on
rallies to buying on dips.  The latest rally on BTC
has increased Altcoins’ strength, with many of
them still languishing below their 52-week high.
With the Crypto Fear and Greed Index now
stepping into the “greed” territory and the weekly
inflows to cryptocurrency investment products
substantially increasing, we expect several chains
to keep  experiencing an increase in their Total
Value Locked (TVL).  

The Gross Value Locked have been hitting fresh
highs with almost all protocols' on-chain metrics
(like volume and active addresses) registering
green figures.  

Gross Value Locked of Smart Contract Platforms
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The Decentralised Finance (DeFi) sector has grown substantially over the last couple of days with its Total Value Locked (TVL) now exceeding $85Bn. The
ecosystem is on its way to all-time highs, with several Layer 1 and Layer 2 tokens peaking on previous historical highs. TVL pushed back above $80Bn last
week for the first time since February. At the time of this analysis, TVL is trending up with many traders expecting the figure to reach $100Bn in the next few
days.  In the next few slides, we will be zooming in on each chain in order to evaluate recent changes.  

Total Value Locked in DeFi in the last 30 days 
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Terra's protocol kept performing above the median with its native token, LUNA,
setting new all-time-highs last week. The overall appreciation of the currency in
the last 10 days is 20%. The chain has been gradually increasing its value locked
since the end of February with short corrections in between the bullish trend.  
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Ethereum, the biggest DeFi chain has experienced an outstanding month with
total value locked almost at $130Bn. Ether added substantial value with the TVL
rising from $100Bn to almost $130Bn.  The top protocols in the Ether chain by TVL
(Maker Dao,  Convex Finance, Lido, Uniswap) also witnessed a two-figure increase
in value during March.  
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AVAX's ecosystem had a quiet month, with its TVL oscillating between  $9Bn
and $11Bn. Since February, the protocol value has not been able to break the
$12Bn barrier.  The biggest protocols in the chain (AAVE, Trader Joe, Benqi and
Curve) also experienced negative months.  

BNB Chain (former Binance Smart Chain) has $13Bn in Total Value Locked.
Tokens on BNB protocol have emerged as top performers in recent months,
with projects such as Venus Protocol (XVS) being fully integrated with
Coinbase Wallet due to its potential. 

Overall, March was a positive month for BNB as the TVL rose from $11Bn to
almost $13Bn. 
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Fantom, Tron and Polygon have lost their places in the ranking and are now
outside of the top 5 performing chains. These three protocols have
experienced a decline in their Total Value Locked with many of them
remaining dormant 
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The total value locked of Solana, similar to Ethereum and BNB, has
experienced a sharp increase since the beginning of March. At the time of this
analysis, the TVL of Solana stands at $7.82Bn. 

We have a positive projection for this chain as the protocol could be impacted
positively after OpenSea, one of the biggest NFT platforms announced
support for Solana NFTs. Until now, OpenSea was mostly known for its NFTs
based on Ethereum but the recent addition makes SOL the fourth blockchain
to receive support. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

Bitcoin’s price jumped back above $3000 this week for the first time since January. At the time of this analysis, ETHUSD is trending up, with its weekly and daily
candles printing bullish "Engulfing" candlesticks. 

The current climb extends a surge that started earlier this month after Bitcoin rallied due to the alleviated pressure from the Federal Reserve’s
announcement. Ethereum's chain has also witnessed an extension in its value locked similar to the asset's price, with the TVL about to reach $13Bn. 
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Terra hit a new all-time high this week after a significant rebound from monthly lows. The latest
bullish rally pushed the asset's net capitalisation substantially and Terra is now making up
1.76% of the entire crypto market (compared to 0.39% at the beginning of this year). 

From a technical perspective, LUNA is currently facing selloff risks as a correction at this point is
necessary. The price correction is necessary to ensure the sustainability of the bullish outlook. 

BNB appears ready for more gains as the price moves towards the $450-$440 intra-day level. Bulls
have revealed their intention to move higher with two weekly candles closing with an "Engulfing"
pattern. 

While things are looking up for BNBUSD, a daily candlestick rejecting the next resistance ($500)
could affect the bullish thesis. For now, the risk remains low for this pair as the BNB price has a
resistance barrier far away from its current position. 
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AVAX is currently turning down from the overhead resistance at $100-$95 and could now drop to the near
support at $90, this is an important level to watch out for. If the price rebounds off the $90 demand zone,
buyers will again try to drive and sustain the pair above $100. Several technical indicators are now indicating
dominance from buyers. Bulls will have to clear the $100 resistance to signal the resumption of the uptrend
and a retest of ATHs.
 
Alternatively, if the weekly candle closes below $100 with a clear rejection, the pair could drop to the
breakout level of $80. A break below this resistance could suggest the advantage may be shifting in favour of
the bears.

Fantom is currently showing signs of recovery after some massive selling pressure over the
past month. The monthly lows are attractive for a long entry with several indicators on the
weekly and daily chart showing solid bullish reversal signals. 

Both, the asset and its chain, could potentially see a massive increase in its figures after AAVE
launched the "AAVE V3". The version is the most powerful one in the Aave Protocol to date,
bringing groundbreaking new features that span from increased capital efficiency to
enhanced decentralisation.  As AAVE is deployed on Fantom (FTM), we expect the chain to
perform positively in the next few days.  
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As the Altcoin season continues, investors are now keeping SOL on the radar due to its upside
potential and positive fundamentals. The asset could pull back to the immediate resistance level at
$140. Similar to the rest of the Altcoins, Solana's price is preparing to embark on a new move to the
upside as the weekly candle is now printing a solid bullish dominance. 

TRON price has bounced back from its monthly lows, posting significant gains overnight with the
launch of the ApeNFT marketplace. The launch of the NFT marketplace is key to TRON's adoption and
could trigger a rally in the altcoin. 

In addition, yesterday Binance.us listed TRON on its exchange platform, fueling demand for TRON
among users.  Due to event mentioned, there has been a massive uptrend in on-chain activity on the
Tron network in the last few hours, with 83 million users and 3 billion total transactions.
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